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Quotes 

"Hans was way ahead of the game as a rid
er, and doing videos before anyone else. 

He was this funky weird Swiss dude mak
ing it in America, an icon, really." 

Rob Warner/MRUK 

"You were my hero when I was learning to 
ride mountain bikes in the 90's and you're 

still my hero in 2021." 
@mr_dirt22 



Media Highlights 2021 

It is not one single thing that stands out, but the accumulation of all the 
things I do throughout the course of a year on a international level on all 

media platforms. That's why I have attached on the next page my 'napkin 

drawing' "Hans Global Network" to show all the different areas and plat
forms I'm active in and contribute to PR, sales and impressions. 

Building my audiences and content for Youtube, lnstagram and Facebook 
- as well as distribute content to all forms of media, including Streaming,

OTT, TV, Print, Online, etc ...

510,000 minutes viewed on my Youtube Ch. 

6 million Reach on lnstagram (650+ posts/stories) 

18,000 new followers on FB 

Online: Dozens of online features, hundreds of photos, 

7 x Pinkbike Homepage features 

TV: Trans World Sports, Sports Unlimited, Word of Freesports in

ternational TV series aired Trans HongKong adventure film (26 Min), 60+ 
countries 

Print: 115 pages - 3 covers 

Video Projects: 40 



Slay The Bay- Urban MTB Adventure San Francisco - Oct. 2021

Starring Hans Rey, Brett Tippie, Jackson Goldstone, Joe Breeze, Charlie Kelly, etc .... 

This project is currently in film post production and media distribution. The documentary film 

will be available on Dec. '21 and will be distributed to TV networks worldwide in 70+ countries, 

it will also be on various streaming and OTT platforms, incl. (Fuel TV, Outside TV, GlewedTV, 

etc). 

As well as on Youtube, film festival submissions, 'Out of Home' and Info screens in Germany 

(train stations, restaurants, gas stations, etc ... ), airline inflight TV, .... 

Once the film is released there will also be an online press release with photos and trailers to all 

major websites, such as Pinkbike, Vital, MTB News, etc .... 

In the meantime I already have the following publications confirmed to print and cover the 

feature story in their magazines as well as online platforms: 

Velo Vert (France), Mountain Bike Action (USA and Italy), Mountain Bike Mag. {South Africa), 

ElektroRad {Germany), MKUK, eBlue Mag. (France), Bike Action (Brazil), Bike Board (Poland), 

Singletrack {UK), Bici Club (Arg./Chile), Cycling China, Bicikel {Slovenia), Mountainbiker (Spain), 

Mountain Bike Rider (Germany), Go Ride (Portugal), Velo Mag. (Czech), Electric Bike Action 

(USA), and counting. 
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